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Description:
Vista Dental’s Fill Station™ is a simple and convenient way to fill syringes with 
liquid solutions.  It features a syringe activated valve for quick, drip-free syringe 
filling and a level sensor that illuminates when bottle is empty. 

Instructions for Use

Fill Station™ 



Preparing Fill Station™ base for use:
Locate bag with colored rings. Select the color ring you wish to use to help 
identify solution in Fill Station™. Simply snap colored ring over the syringe valve. 
 
 
Preparing solution bottle for use:
   NOTE: Empty bottle is ONLY for solutions that are not manufactured by Vista 
    Dental Products. If using Vista Dental Solutions please discard empty 
    bottle or save for other use.  

 1. Remove black bottle cap from white base.  
   NOTE:   Leave red pull tab, in center of cap, in place for now.

 2. Locate bag with plastic stopper and remove from packaging. Place stopper on 
  the inside (thread side) of the black bottle cap. Push down firmly until seated. 

 3. Select bottle of solution and remove the original bottle cap from selected
  bottle. Replace with the Fill Station™ black bottle cap and tighten snugly.
                (*Additional empty bottles and/or plastic stoppers can be purchased separately)

Activating level sensor light:
 1. To activate level sensor, remove red pull tab from white base. 

 2. The red sensor light should be illuminated when the base is held upright.

Installing solution bottles for the Fill Station™ 
and Fill Station™ with Heat:
 1. Flip bottle of solution so black bottle cap is on the bottom. Press down   
  firmly and twist into the base of the Fill Station™ until cap is seated all the  
  way into housing cavity. This will release the plastic stopper and allow   
  solution to flow into unit. Red sensor light should turn off. 
   (If you have any problem twisting the bottle into the base, simply apply 
   silicon lubricant to the o–ring on the bottle cap.)

 2. Snap bottle cover back onto the base of the Fill Station™.

 3. Place the Fill Station™ in desired location.



Filling Syringes: 

 1. Take any luer lock style syringe and place on the syringe valve. Push 
              syringe firmly and twist until securely placed on valve. 

 2. Simply draw back plunger on syringe and fill to desired amount.

 3. Untwist syringe off valve and place cap or tip on syringe - Level sensor will 
  illuminate when approximately 12cc of solution remains.

 4. Once level sensor light goes on, remove the bottle from the base.  
      NOTE:    DO NOT remove the bottle before empty or spillage can occur.

 5. Remove black bottle cap from empty bottle and reuse - or place another plastic  
  stopper in cap before putting on new bottle of same solution. 

Technical Notes:
 1. DO NOT use alcohol solutions in Fill Station(s)™ as this will damage the unit.

 2. A 16 oz./480mL solution bottle should be used with the Fill Station™.
 3. Clean unit each month by filling reservoir with distilled water. Then pull water 
  through unit by filling syringes until water is drained from reservoir.  
  Repeat if needed. Clean more frequently during periods of greater use.

 4. Call 877-418-4782 if you have any questions regarding non-Vista solutions.

Instructions for Wall Mounting
The Fill Station™ can be easily mounted to the wall. Two plastic mounting anchors and 
screws are supplied with each unit.

For a Single Unit:
Remove bottle cover, position unit on the wall, and mark two screw locations using  the 
back of the unit as a template. Drill  3/16 inch holes at the marked locations. Insert sup-
plied plastic anchors into holes, re-position unit and secure to the wall with screws supplied.

For Multiple units:
Remove bottle covers from each unit. Attach up to four (4) units of the Fill Station™ together. 
Position on the wall, mark screw locations using the joined units as a template and drill 3/16 inch 
holes in wall at marked locations. Insert anchors into holes, re-position units on wall and secure 
each unit to wall with screws supplied.

NOTE: 
To attach multiple units 
together, dovetail groves are 
located on the sides of each 
Fill Station™ and Fill Station™ 
with Heat unit. Attach units 
together by sliding adjacent 
bases together using the 
locking dovetail groves.



The buyer assumes all liability for any damage which may arise out of improper use of any Vista Dental product.
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